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Introduction

In a relational database, the universe of discourse 1srepresented by means of a set of relations
The weak anstance approach [7,13,17,18,19] provides a framework to
consider a database as a whole, regardless of the way
attributes appear m the various relation schemes The
mformatlon content of a database state IS considered
to be embodied m the representatave anstance, a sort of
relation wlfh variables, obtained by extendmg all relations to the global set of attributes (called the unaverse)
and then by chasang 1161their union Query answering
1s performed by first computmg the total prgectaon 1211
of the representative mstance on the set of attributes
involved m the query, and then executing whatever further operations are needed Any subset of the universe
can m prmclple be queried

The weak anstance model as a framework
to conszder
the relatzons zn a database as a whole, regardless of the
way attrzbutes are grouped an the andavadual relataons
Queraee and updates can be performed anvolvang any set
The management of updates as based on a
of attrabutes
lattace structure on the set of legal states, and anconsastencaes

Torlone

Recently, followmg a new interest on the theory of
database updates [ 11, we proposed a formal approach
to updates m the weak instance model 191,coherently
with the management of queries, which allows the retrieval of tuples over any subset of the universe, msertlons and deletions over any subset of the universe
are allowed Problems of consistency and determmlsm
arise, and have been completely characterized
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Example
2 Zf we want to ansert an the state an Fagure 1 a tuple defined on EM, wath values Jim for E
and White for M, we can consastently add a tuple to
the second relatzon, wath values MS for D and White
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because of the dependency D + M, the chase
would combzne the tuple < Jim, MS, C >, already an rl,

for M

wzth thas tuple, generatzng a tuple an the representatave
znstance wath values Jim for E and White for M
If we want to ansert anto the same state another tuple
defined on EM, but wath values Dan for E and Moore
for M, we oblaan a potentaal result only af we add one
tuple to rl and one tuple to r2, wath the same value for
D and a value for P, whachever they be (provaded that
the constraants are not vaolated) In thas case, some further paece of anformataon has to be added, and there are
several possable choaces, thas as a case of nondeterman-

asm
Project
A
B
B

An anconsastency arases af we try to ansert a tuple on
EM wath John for E and White for M

Manager ’
Smith
Smith
Jones

In the general case, the characterlzatlons for conslstency and determmlsm of msertlons require the construction of the representative instance of the state, by
means of the apphcatlon of the chase procedure to a set
of data that involves the whole database In this paper,
we restrict our attention to the important class of andependent schemes [12,14,20,21], for which It 1s known
that query answering can be performed m an efficient
way [6,14,22], and show that updates can be amplemented efficiently
The paper 1s organized as follows In Section 2 we
briefly review the needed background In Section 3 we
review definitions and characterizations about updates
m the weak instance model [9] In Section 4 we consider
independent schemes, and present characterlzatlons for
consistency and determmlsm, specific for them On the
basis of these results, efficient algorithms are shown m
Section 5 Finally, m Section 6, we summarize the concluslons Because of space hmltatlons, proofs of theorems are omitted and can be found m [8]
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Figure 2 A representative mstance
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For the sake of brevity, we only sketch most usual defimtions, which can be found m detail m popular textbooks
[15,23], concentrating on the nonstandard ones
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Figure 3 A total proJectlon of the representative
stance

Background

m-

2.1

Basics

Throughout

the paper, we consider a generic database
,R,(X,)},
with a unaverse of
scheme R = {Rl(Xl),
X, (following common practice,
attrabutes U = X1

we denote the union of sets of attrlbutes by means of
the Juxtaposition of their names) We assume all the attributes to have a common domaan D that IS the disjoint
union of two countably infinite sets, the set of constants
and the set of varaables We consider tuples, tableau2
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(finite sets of tuples over the universe), relataons (finite sets of total tuples over a relation scheme), and
(datababe) states (indicated as sets of relations, one for
, r,})
each relation scheme r = {rl,
The total projectaon of a tableau T on a set of attributes 1s the set of total tuples that are restrlctlons of
tuples m T nix(T)
= {t[X]\t E T and t[X] IS total}
We will also use a generallzatlon of the total proJection,
that still operates on tableaux, but produces database
states the prolectaon of a tableau T on a database
scheme R (mdlcated with ~‘R(T))
1sthe state obtained
by totally projecting T on the various relation schemes

2.2

Constraints:
local
global consistency

satisfaction

can be studied by means of the notion of representatave
anstance, a tableau over the universe U of the attributes,
defined, for each database state r, by means of the notions of state tableau and chase
For each database state r, the state tableau for r 1s a
tableau (indicated with Tr) formed taking the union of
all the relations m r extended to U by means of unique
variables
The chase [ 161 1s a procedure that receives m input a
tableau T and generates a tableau I HASEF(T)
that, If
possible, satisfies the given dependencies F, if only functional dependencies are considered, the process modifies
values m the tableau, by equatmg variables and “promoting” variables to constants If a chase step tries to
equate two constants, then we say that the chase encounters a contradactaon, and the process stops, generating a special tableau, which we call the anconsastent
tableau, and mdlcate with T,
The representatave anstance for a state r, mdlcated
with RIr, 1s the tableau obtamed by chasmg the state
tableau Tr of r with respect to the dependencies associated with the database state
The mam property of the representative instance 1s
that a database state 1sconsistent d and only if the corresponding representative instance 1s not the mconslstent tableau (that is, it 1s generated without encountermg contradlctlons during the chase process) [13] Also,
for every consistent state r and for every X, the X-total
proJection of the representative instance of r 1s equal to
the set of tuples that appear m the proJectlon on X of
every weak instance of r 1181
The weak tnstance approach to query answermg allows queries to be formulated on databases as If they
were composed of gust one relation over the universe
U For every query, being X C U the set of attrlbutes
involved, the evaluation requires a first step that computes the relation over X lmphed by the current state
for the above conslderatlon, it follows that the X-total
proJectlon of the representative instance IS the natural
content of this relation
We say that a tuple t over a set of attributes X zbelongs (m symbols t&) to a consistent state r of a
database scheme R with a universe U > X If t belongs
to the X-total proJection of the representative instance
of r

and

Associated with a database scheme there 1s usually a
set of constraants, that is, properties that are satisfied
by the legal states There are two notions of satlsfactlon local satlsfactlon, defined on mdlvldual relations,
and global satlsfactlon, or consastency, defined on the
database state We introduce the two concepts m turn
Various classes of constramts have been defined m the
literature [ 15,231, h ere, we limit our attention to functional dependencies
Let YZ c X C U, a relation r over a scheme R(X),
(locally) satasfies the functaonal dependency (FD) Y +
2, d, for every pair of tuples tl, t2 E r such that tl\Y] =
t,[Y], it 1s the case that tl[Z] = t2[Z]
Let R = {Rl(Xl),
,R,‘(X,,)}
be a database
scheme, we associate with R a set of FDs F = u:= 1F,,
where, for every 1 < a 5 n, the FDs m F, are defined
on R,(X)
,r,} globally satasfies [13] a set of
A state r = {rl,
FDs F, d there 1s a relation UJon the universe U (called
a weak anstance for r with respect to F) that (locally)
satisfies F and contains the relations of r m its proJectlons over the respective relation schemes TX, (u) > r,,
for 1 < a 5 n A state that globally satisfies the set
of dependencies associated with the database scheme 1s
also said (globally) consastent
We recall that the closure of a set of FDs F, denoted
by FS, 1s the set of dependencies that are logically lmplied by F, and the closure of a set of attributes X, denoted by X+ , 1sthe set of attributes {A/X --t A E F+}
2.3

The Chase Procedure
resentative
Instance

and the Rep-

2.4

Tableau
lence

Containment

and Equiva-

Given two tableau TI, T2, we say that Tl 2s contaaned
m T2 (m symbols Tl 5 T2) If there 1s a partial function
rl, (called contaanment mapprng) from D to D that (a)
1s defined on all the symbols appearmg m Tl, (aa) IS
the identity on constants, and (aaa)if extended to rows

The definition of global satlsfactlon IS interesting, but
not practical
m general there may be many weak mstances (often mfimtely many), and there 1s no direct
way to find any of them However, the existence of a
weak instance (and some other mterestmg properties)
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3.1

and tableaux, maps Tl into a subset of T2 (that, is, for
each row tl E Tl, there 1s a row t2 E T2, such that
$(t,[A])
= tz[A], for every A E X) If both Tl 5 T2 and
Tz 5 Tl, the two tableau are equavalent ’ We assume
that the mconslstent tableau properly contains every
other t ableau

2.5

Independent

Updates
model

on states

In the weak instance approach, two states rl, r2 are
equavalent (q - r2) If they h ave the same set of weak
mstances [ 191, this holds if and only if their representative instances are (tableau) equivalent Therefore, two
states are equivalent If and only if, for every X, their
X-total proJectlone are equal, that IS if they have ldentlcal query answering behavlour
Therefore, it makes
sense to consider equivalence classes of states, as representatlves of the various classes, we ~111often use states
that enJoy the interesting property of completeness, as
follows
A consistent state r 1s complete if it comcldee with the
proJection of its representative instance on the database
scheme [19], that IS if r = n’R(RIr)
It 1s known that
each consistent state 1s equivalent to one and only one
complete state 119, Section 31

schemes

A scheme 1s andependent [ 12,201 if, for all its states, local
satlsfactlon mlphes global satlsfactlon
Independent schemes are clearly important from the
pratlcal pomt of view, because the global consistency
of their states can be verified m a local manner, lookmg at the mdlvldual relations, without having to build
and chase the state tableau Graham and Yannakakls
[12] showed an efficient test for independence, later lmproved by other authors 114,221
Independent schemes are also Important m the weak
instance approach to query answermg, because they
guarantee the efficient computation of total proJectlons
of the representative instance Atzem and Chan [6] and
Ito et al [ 141sh owed that for every independent scheme,
for every subset X of its universe, there 1s a relational
algebra expression EX that computes the total proJectlon of the representative instance for every state of the
scheme In fact, EX 1s the union of sample chase Joan
ezpressaon (scje’s), a restrlcted form of project-Jam expression, defined as follows [5,6,11]
A prellmmary concept 1s needed a deravataon sequence (ds) of some relation scheme R,,, 1s a finite sequence of FDs 0 =< Yl + Zl,
, Y, - Z, > from F+
such that, for all 1 5 J 5 m Y, C_ X,,,Zl
Z,-1 and
Z, n X,,, Z1 Z,- 1 = 0 We say that o covers a set of
attrlbutes X If X,,,Zl
Z, > X Essentially, a ds of R,,
1s a sequence of FDs used m computmg (part of) the
closure of X,,,
Sample chase loan ezpressaons (sge ‘s) are defined on
the basis of ds’s Given the ds u above, assummg lt
covers X, the scJe for CJwath target X 1s the expression

3

A lattice

Example
3 The state an Fagure 1 zs a complete state,
but af we remove, for anstance, the tuple < B, Smith >
from r3, we obtaan a state that as not complete, sance
such a tuple belongs to the proJectron on PM of ats rep-

resentatave tnstance
Now we say that a state rl 1s weaker than a state r2
(rl 5 r2) If every weak instance of r2 1s also a weak mstance of rl The relation 5 1sa partial order on the set
of the complete states, since it 1sreflexive, antlsymmetrlc, and transitive
(Note that it 1s not antlsymmetrlc
on the set of consistent states) In [9] we showed that
the partial order 5 extended to the mconslstent state
induces a complete lattice on the set of complete states,
that is, every pair of complete states rl and r2 has both
a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound
A lower bound of rl and r2 1s a state that 1s weaker
than both rl and r2, the greatest lower bound (glb) of
rl and r2 1s a lower bound of rl and r2 such that every
other lower bound IS weaker than it It follows that,,
If there 1s a glb, it 1s unique The least upper bound
(lub) of rl and r2 1s defined dually
an upper bound
IS a state such that both rl and r2 are weaker than
it, the lub 1s an upper bound that IS weaker than all
other upper bounds A known property of lattices IS
the assoclatlvlty of both the glb and lub operations
therefore, we can speak of glb and lub of finite sets of
states A lattice over a domain D IS complete [lo] if each
(finite or infinite) subset of D has both a glb and a lub

in the Weak Instance

3.2
In this section we review defimtlons and charactenzatlons about updates m the weak instance model [9]

Insertions

, Rk}
Let R = {RI,
Xk Given a
x1x2
set of attributes X C
mto r defined through

‘D&rent,
but equwalent definhons of contamment and equw
alence of tableaux can be found m the hterature [2,3]
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be a database scheme, with U =
state r of R and a tuple t over a
U, we consider the ansertaon of t
the followmg notion of result

3.3

A state rl, 1s a potentral result for the insertion of t
into r if r 5 rl, and t&,, Various cases for an insertion
of a tuple m a consistent state exists the insertion of
a tuple t m a state IS posszble If there 1s a consistent
state r’ such that t&-l, a possible insertion 1s conszstent
If It has a consistent potential result, and a possible
and consistent insertion 1s determanastac If the glb of the
potential results is a potential result
In [9] we showed necessary and sufficient condltlons
for poselblllty, consistency, and determmlsm

The definltlons are somehow symmetric with respect to
those concernmg msertlons However, the case 1s easier, because no problem arises regardmg consistency and
posslblhty
A state ry, 1s a potentaal result for the deletion of a
tuple t from a state r If r,, 5 r and tsrf, A deletion
IS determanastac If the lub of the potential results 1s a
potential result
It turns out that deletions are determmlstlc only m
very restricted cases

Theorem 1 19, Theorem l] The ansertaon of t an a
state as passable aj and only aj there as a relataon scheme
R,(X,) E R such that F amplaes the FD X, -+ X

Lemma 2 [9, Lemma 51 Let r be a consastent state and
t be a tuple on X that z-belong to r The deletaon oft
from r as determanastac only aj there as a relataon scheme
&(X,)
such that X C X,

Let RIr be the representative instance of r
The
characterlzatlon of both consistency and determmlsm
IS based on the construction of a particular tableau obtamed by addmg to RIr a tuple t, obtamed by extendmg
t to the universe U by means of unique variables Let
7” r be such a tableau

Let r- be the state obtamed by removing, from each
relation rz such that X c X,, each tuple t’ such that
t’[x] = t[X]
Theorem

4 (9, Theorem 4] Let r be a consastent state
and t be a tuple on X that x-belong to r The deletaon
oft from r as determanastac aj and only aj (a) there as a
such that X c X, and (aa) t
relataon scheme l&(X,)
does not z-belong to r-

2 19, Theorem 2] Let the ansertaon oft an r
be passable It as consastent aj and only af at as the case
that ( HA<E.P(T~ r) # T,

Theorem

Let r+ be the state obtamed by (totally) projectmg c:HA~E~(T~ r) on the database scheme r+ =
~~R((,JJA~EF(~ r))
Lemma
1 19, Lemma
passable and consastent

Deletions

4

4]

Let the ansertaon oft an r be
Then, r+ as the glb of the po-

tentaal results

Efficient
pendent

Insertions
Schemes

for

Inde-

In the same way as query answermg can be efficiently
performed for mdependent schemes, we want to show
that, for this meanmgful class of schemes, updates can
be managed efficiently
With regard to deletions, Theorem 4 already gives an
efficient way of checking for determmlsm and for performing the update With respect to msertlons, thmgs
are more complex m general, because the chase of a
tableau mvolvmg the whole database state IS needed
In this section, we show that, for mdependent
schemes, there 1s an efficient method for checkmg the
posslblhty, consistency, and determinism of the msertions
With respect to posslblhty, Theorem 1 gives a complete characterization at the scheme level, which can be
verified very efficiently, by usmg known algorithms for
the lmphcation of FDs 115,231

Theorem

3 /9, Theorem $1 Let the ansertaon oft an r
be passable and consastent It as determanastrc af and only

aft HA\EF(T~ r) z RIr,
Corollary
1 [9, Corollary l] Let the ansertaon oft an
r be passable and consastent, at as determanastac af and
only aj t E dx (RIr+)
Corollary 1 gives an effective characterization of mserlblhty given r and t, we can build Tt r, chase It with
respect to the given constramts, then generate r+ and
compute Its representative instance RIr+, and finally
check whether the total proJectlon rix(RIr+)
contams
t
Example

4 Consader the first ansertaon an Ezample 2
Followang the definataons, we could buald the tableau
T t r, chase at and project the result on the database
scheme
we obtaan the state we suggested as a result
We just note that besade the tuple < MS, White > that
as added to r2, the tuple < C, White > as also added to
rs, and the state remaans complete

4.1

Consistency

Throughout this section we consider a consistent state
r for an mdependent scheme R and the msertlon of a
tuple t over X C U m r, assuming It 1spossible
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Algorithm
begin
w =x,

1

tw =t,
while

ezasts V -+ A E F3 for some 1 5 J < n such that V C W, A 9 W
and

ezasts t’ E r3 such that t’[V]

= tw[V]

do begin
W =WuA,
tw[A]
= t’[A]

end;
i =tw,
x=w
end

Figure 4 Algorithm

4.2

Let i: be the “extension” of t generated by Algorithm
1 (shown m Figure 4)
It turns out that t has mterestmg propertles, which
make It fundamental m the efficient check of both consistency and determmlsm Let us introduce a property
to be used shortly
Condition
l

VACX

l

there

+I

and

= i[V]

Determinism

The characterlzatlon of determmlstlc msertlons (Theorem 3) 1s based on the generation of r+ by means of
the chase of a tableau mvolvmg the whole database In
this section, we present a simpler method for generatmg the mmlmum result for an msertlon m independent
schemes, which does not require the generation of r+
Throughout this section we consider a consistent state
r for an independent scheme R and the insertion of a
tuple t over X C U m r, assuming It 1s possible and
consistent Moreover let i be the tuple obtamed from r
by means of Algorithm 1 and P be the state obtained by
addmg the tuple i[XJ] to each relation r3 E r such that
X, C x We will show that f IS strongly related to r+
By defimtlon, r+ 1s obtamed by (totally) projectmg
( HA ~EF(T~ r) on the database scheme
Then, as the
next step m finding the relationship between F and r+,
usmg Algorithm 2 (m Figure 5) we show that, for mdependent schemes, the chase of Tt r = RIr U {tp} can be
performed m a particular way
It 1s immediate that CHASEF(T;) = c,HA~EF(T~~)
because both phase 1 and phase 2 consists m chase
steps, and the order m which they are apphed 1s not
relevant [ 151
Now, we note that phase 1 essential comcldes with
the construction of i (Algorithm 1) Then let rl =
K*R(T;),
It 1s easy to show that F N rl
The next lemma states a fundamental property of
phase 3

1 There as no V -+ A E F3 such that

ezasts t’ E r3 such that t’[V]

1

and

# $4

Condltlon 1 1s clearly sufficient to guarantee that t
1s uniquely defined The next theorem shows that it
characterizes consistency
Theorem
5 The ansertaon oft an r as consastent af and
only aj condataon 1 holds

This theorem gives an effective and efficient method
to check for consistency of msertlons m independent
schemes mstead of performmg the chase of Tt r (as
required by Theorem 2), It 1s sufficient to apply Algorithm 1 and to check for violations of FD’s mvolvmg
2
Example
5 The scheme an Ezample 1 as clearly andependent Now consader the first ansertaons an Ezampfe &
We have t =< Jim, MS, White >, so the ansertaon as
consastent, sance such a tuple does not uaolate the FDs
that anvolves On the contrary, af we want to ansert the
tuple < John, White >, we would have an anconsastent
ansertaon sance t =< John, CS, White >, and Condataon 1 does not hold for the FD D + M and the tuple

Lemma
3 Let the ansertaon of t an r be determrnastac
and consader chasang Tt r usang Afgorathm 2 In phase
8 of Algorathm, only varaables are equated

< CS, Smith > of rz

Let r2 = &R(T~),
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from the above lemma it follows

Algorithm
begm

2

/*phase l*/
tw = t,,
w =x,
while ezasts V -+ A E F3 for some 1 5 J 5 n such that V c W, A @ W
and ezasts t’ E r3 such that t’[V]
do begin
W =WuA,
tw[A]
= t’[A]
end, /*let T; = Tar U {tw} */

/*phase
while

2*/
exasts V -+ A E F3 jor some 1 5 J < n and
ezast tl, t2 E T; such that t,[YA] as total and tl[V]

do tz[A]

= tl[A],

/*phase

3*/

Apply

= tw[V]

/*let

= tz(V]

T,’ the obtaaned tableau*/

the chase to T;

end

Figure 5 Algorithm

5

directly that If the msertlon 1s determmlstlc then r2 =
r+
Now, It IS possible to prove that rl and r2 are equlvalent, this 1s a major step m the proof of the followmg
result
Lemma

Check for determinism

Let r be a consistent state for an mdependent scheme
R, and consider the msertlon of a tuple t over X c U m

r, assummg that It 1spossible and consistent Moreover,
let i be the tuple obtained from r by Algorithm 1
Atzem and Chan [6] proved that total proJectlons of
representative instances can be computed by means of
unions of scJe’s and proposed an algorithm to compute
and optimize this expression m polynomial time Let
EX = UE, be the expression obtained for X Algorithm
3 (shown m Figure 6) checks If t& making use of EX
Before arguing for the correctness of the algorithm we
mformally describe It by means of an example

4 If the ansertaon as determanastac then F N r+

Example
6 Consader agaan the first ansertaon an Ezample 2, we stated that at as a determanastac ansertaon
Now we have i =< Jlm,MS, White >, so f as obtaaned
from r by samply addang to r2 the tuple < MS, White >
Such a state does not coancade wath r+ but at as equavalent to at, sance the tupfe < C, White >, that as not an
F, belongs to the projectaon on PM of ats representatave

Example
7 Afgorathm 3 traes to produce the tuple of
RIf that, for determanastac ansertaons, contaans t (Theorem 6) The ezpressaon EX gaves us the refataons anvalved an the constructaon of the total projectaon on X of
the representatave anstance The tuple as generated Joanang tuples ojr, from relataons r,, for schemes R,, such

anstance
As a consequence of Lemma 4, we have that d the
The converse of
msertlon IS determmlstlc, then t&
this claim IS simple to prove, and therefore we obtain
the followmg mam theorem
Theorem
6 The ansertaon oft
and only aft&

2

that x 2 X,, , and i for schemes R,, such that x > X,,,
selectang the tupfes that coancade wath i on the attrabutes
of x If we want to ansert an the state of Fagure 1 the
tupfe < Jim, White >, we have i =< Jim, MS, White >
and Ex = ‘IT,~M(R~wKDM(R~))
the algorathm returns
true wath q1 =< Jim, MS, C, White > Thas tuple belongs to RI,-, and, sance at contaans t, by Theorem 6, at
confirms the determanasm of the ansertaon

an r as determanastac aj

Theorem 6 gives an alternatlve method to check for
determmlsm that does not involve a chase of a state
tableau In the next sectlon we present an Algorithm
to verify efficiently whether t&

The proof of correctness of Algorithm
the followmg lemma

90

3 1s based on

Algorithm
S
Input
r, ‘i(x) and Ex
Output
true or false,
begin
repeat

as above,

select a we E, = AX(~,WAY~Z~(R~~)W
determanastac = true,
lf x > x,,,
then qo = Z[X,,]
else begin
x0 = x,,, r-lx,

90 = rs,,w{~[XO]),
If q() = {} then

/*a

w~Y,z,(R+,,))

= rscl for X0 =0’/

determantstzc

= false ,

end,
3 =o,
while
determznastac
do begin

and J < m

3 =3+1,
if X> Xt,
then q3 = %-1~~~[Y3~31~
else begin
X, =y3Z3nX,

= q3-lww

z

(rt,)w{t[X,l>,

y*q, = q3-1wklz,(r,j)
for X, =0*/
if qJ = {} then determanzstac
= false
end
end

determanastac or the sqe are finzshed,
until
return
determanzstac
end.

Figure 6 Algorithm
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3

from Ex,

[4] P Atzem and E P F Chan Efficient and optimal
query answering on independent schemes Theoretacal Computer Scaence, 71(2), March 1990 To
awe=

Lemma

5 If the ansertaon oft an r as determanastac then
there ezasts a tuple i an RI, such that t 5 ? 5 t

Algorithm 3 tries to construct the tuple 2 mentloned
111Lemma 5, that 1s the tuple of RI, that, if the msertlon 1s determmlstlc, contains t This 1s shown by next
lemma

[5] P Atzem and E P F Chan Efficient optlmlzatlon
of simple chase Join expresslons
ACM Trans on
Database Syst , 14(2) 212-230, June 1989

Lemma

6 Let E\ and? as above and q3 be the relataon
an step J of Algorathm 3 If the ansertaon as
determanastac at as the case that, for some E, E Ex, for
each 0 5 J < rn Z[R,,,&
4h3

IS] P Atzenl and E P F Chan Efficient query answerIn
mg m the representative instance approach

produced

Fourth ACM SIGAGT
SIGMOD
Symp
on Prancaples of Database Systems, pages 181-188, 1985

The final theorem follows as a consequence
Theorem

6

[7] P Atzem and M C De Bernardis
A new basls for the weak mstance model
In Sazth ACM
SIGACT
SIGMOD SIGART
Symp on Prancaples
of Database Systems, pages 79-86, 1987

7 Algorathm 3 as correct

[8] P Atzem and R Torlone

Conclusions

Rapport0 R 281, IASI-CNR,

The results m Sections 4 and 5 can be used to obtam
an efficient lmplementatlon of insertions for mdependent schemes Posslblllty can be tested efficiently at the
scheme level, by Theorem 1 As regards consistency, Algorithm 1 constructs 2 m time polynomial m the size of
the database scheme and the size of the set of FDs F,
provided that the time needed to search for tuples given
a value on the left hand side of an FD 1s constant (this
can be guaranteed by an index), for the same reason,
Condltlon 1 can be tested efficiently
As regards determinism, for any given X, there are at most as many
scJe’s m Ex as relation schemes m R [4,6], therefore the
test can be reconducted to the execution of a bounded
number of relational algebra expressions (w&h can be
optlrnized efficiently 151) Finally, the result of the msertlon 1s obtained by simply addmg to the state the
proJections of ? on the schemes on which It 1s total

Updates,

a new frontier

SIGACT

SIGMOD SIGART
Symp on Prancaples
Systems, pages 101-109, 1989

of Database

Lattace Theory
Colloquaum Publacataons, Volume XXV, American Mathematical Socl-

[lo] G Blrkhoff

ety, third edltlon, 1967
[ll]

E P F Chan
Optimal computation of total proJectlons with umons of simple chase Jam expresConf on
sions In ACM SIGMOD Internataonal
of Data, pages 149-163, 1984
Management

[12] M H Graham and M Yannakakls
Independent
database schemas Journal of Comp and System
SC , 28(l) 121-141,1984
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dependencies
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In

ICDT’88
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